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GLOBAL FACTORS’ EVOLUTION: 

ASYMMETRIC RISK-REWARD 

FRAMEWORK 

The structural economic landscape will remain stable: 

both weak expansion and inflation lie ahead. The 

drivers of the so-called ¨secular stagnation¨ (to quote L. 

Summers) remain valid: poor demography, subpar 

productivity, as well as digitalization / ¨uberization¨.    

From a cyclical perspective, the global expansion gives 

serious signs of fading. We raise the odds of a 

recession over next 12 months to about 40%. 

 

Global geopolitics, as well as US domestic politics 

remain highly volatile and unreadable. 

 

Safe-haven assets are highly demanded. Good quality / 

liquidity sovereign now a full-scale recession. This is 

exaggerated, but reflects the very high level of 

uncertainty.  

Perspectives of significant capital gains are elusive 

A global cautionary approach, both in terms of 

allocation and selection of underlying investments, is 

warranted 

 

LET’S FACE IT: MONETARY POLICY HAS 

BECOME IMPOTENT 

Whatever policymakers hope, there is a limit to Zero / 

Negative Interest Rate Policy beyond which it produces 

more harm than good. It disincentivizes productive 

investment, it reduces savers’ revenues (retirees and 

pension funds) and it transforms ailing banks into 

zombies. Even the best in class economy, i.e. the US, 

did not manage to restore a decent pace of nominal 

growth in the aftermath of the Great Financial Crisis.  

 

US economy – longest recovery,  

but least powerful one, by far… 

 

In practice, oversized and infected banking systems, 

like that of Japan and Europe, have been hoarding 

cash and buying government bonds rather than 

lending. In practice, the transmission process of the 

monetary policy to the private sector is impaired.  

Money velocity has collapsed and ¨liquidity trap¨ is wide 

open 

Structurally speaking, nominal growth in developed 
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countries will not benefit from renewed accommodative 

monetary policies  

 

US velocity has literally collapsed (Nominal GDP/M2) 

 

TIME HAS COME FOR GRAND PLANS 

That is not for a lot of trying. But world inflation targets, 

as set by the major central banks, have not been 

reached in years. Most central bankers acknowledge 

that they own is a limited stock of ammunition. Buying 

more bonds / assets and doing a few more rate cuts 

remain possible, but this will prove gradually more 

ineffective and controversial. Such a scenario may well 

force C. Lagarde into a Season II of the famous 

¨Whatever it takes¨ movie. Financial repression has 

also been a poison for pension funds. There is a risk 

that central banks may lose their independence and 

become governments’ puppets. Such a script recalls 

the awful liaison of R. Nixon and A. Burns in the early 

70’s, which resulted in excess stimulus and raging 

inflation from 7,4% in 1970 to 13,4% in 71 and 11,7% in 

72…  

In a different scenario, one could imagine the 

emergence of more adequate / bold political visions, 

just like it happened about a decade ago, when the US 

launched its TARP program. US Treasury purchased / 

insured over $700bn of troubled assets. These one-off 

and short-term capital injections were in total 

contradiction with the basic principles of liberal - non-

interventionist - capitalism. Still, it proved instrumental 

in bailing-out important US banks and a couple of large 

car manufacturers. This was a visionary move, actually 

allowing for the US economy to avoid falling into 

corrosive debt-deflation. 

 

Europe will eventually be ahead of comparable type of 

trouble. The European banking system would not stand 

a (serious) recession. The European Union might even 

dismantle in such a not dire - but not so unlikely - 

scenario. Pre-conditions are gradually setting-up for a 

change. Indeed, political pressure is rising fast in 

Northern Europe and Germany for bold initiatives on 

Climate. A window is therefore opening-up for a pan-

European initiative. The issuance of mutualized debt by 

the EU - say European Green bonds - to finance a 

global climate plan, must be considered. It should 

essentially be based on infrastructure spending, rather 

than on fiscal incentives. It could even be financed by 

the ECB. Such a major cause would tentatively eclipse 

the austerity concerns form Europe Northern Countries. 

Conveniently, it would broaden the universe of 

securities allowed for ECB purchase at a time when 

eligible bonds drying-up, pushing yields into negative 

territory. 

Draghi was an unequivocal Maestro, who saved the 

Euro currency from the Abyss 

Let’s hope C. Lagarde will manage to engage both 

ECB and European leaders into unprecedented 

economic policies 

 

A GLOBAL MONETARY (DIS)-ORDER 

The dominance of the dollar in the global economy has 

been, for long, an accident waiting to happen. It was 

already the case before the adoption of the common 

European currency in 2019. It is even more true now 

with a disruptive US administration and the emergence 

of the Yuan as a contender reserve currency. The over 

reliance on the USD is an artifact of the past. The use 

of the USD in trade and finance massively outweighs 

the US shares of world trade and of world GDP. 

 

An imbalanced world monetary order 

 

Source: M. Carney speech / Jackson Hole 2019 
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This is particularly problematic in the context of our 

current economic framework. Indeed, the US economy 

and politics are really out of sync with the rest of the 

world. US interest rates are not appropriate for USD 

borrowers outside the country. The strong disinflation 

forces at play in Europe, Japan and China impose 

unprecedently accommodative monetary policies to 

avoid deflation. The interconnection of capital markets 

across the world allows for the excess savings to 

migrate into the US, reinforce the USD and push down 

US yields.  

 

Risks of outright currency wars have grown markedly. 

The US has even formally threatened to intervene in 

currency markets. The Yuan is adjusting to the 

downside. Forget about multilateralism and 

international coordination of monetary policies. The 

provocative speech of BoE M. Carney in Jackson Hole, 

on the deficiencies of the international monetary and 

financial systems, is emblematic. For him, time has not 

come yet for the Libra (or the Bitcoin). But a synthetic 

Hegemonic currency, managed through a network of 

central banks should be contemplated.  

Growing currency instability will continue over next 

years 

Dollar’s status is not under threat short-term. But the 

ongoing de-dollarization will continue 

 

THE ILLUSION OF AMPLE LIQUIDITY 

There are basically two sides of this problem: 

congestion (concentration) and mismatch. 

 

Markets (so) dominated by ETFs have not been 

genuinely tested by a post-QE world. A major 

consolidation of power occurred over last decade. 

Consequently, Vanguard, the largest passive mutual 

funds and ETF manager with an approximate market 

share of 25%, controls over $5.3trn AUM (vs. $0,9trn in 

2005). It actually owns more than 5% in 490 stocks of 

the S&P500… BlackRock is trailing behind, with about 

7,4% market share, but is catching up thanks to 

aggressive fee cuts. Needless to say, that a too big to 

fail issue developed with these juggernauts. What 

would happen if a ¨bad event¨ occurs in one of this 

firms, triggering massive redemptions!? According to 

Morningstar, passive investors own more than 20% of 

the US market free float. A handful of authorized 

participants (AP) keep ETF prices - through arbitrage – 

in line with NAVs. For instance, Jane Street, one of the 

largest world ETF liquidity providers, traded $2,4bn in 

2018. This ¨new¨ type of market-makers actually 

replaced US banks, which exited this activity following 

tighter regulations.  

 

 

Credit ETFs also experienced spectacular 

developments, namely on the high yield – less-liquid – 

field. Lots of them offer daily liquidity to participants. 

This proved problematic, late 2018, when the largest 

high-yield ETF saw its biggest weekly outflow, i.e. 

$2,6bn. The following Monday, the spread between US 

junk bond yield and government bonds had its largest 

single-day move in three years: +35bps.  

Ultimately, the liquidity of ETFs relies on participants 

who trade them 

This fragile liquidity balance may prove challenging 

when a recession or a financial shock take place 

 

EQUITIES IN A TWILIGHT ZONE 

Whether stocks are is cheap, correctly valued or 

expensive, both in relative and absolute terms, is not 

the topic today. They seem attractive vis-à-vis bonds - 

risk premium, earnings and dividends yield - but 

valuation models are disputed, due to central banks’ 

unconventional monetary policies. 

 

The main question today is: earnings recession or not ? 

The inversion of the yield curve would signal an 

imminent recession, but once again, if interest rates are 

distorted by central banks, is the yield curve still a 

reliable signal of an upcoming recession. The evolution 

of profits is important because stock market indices do 

not rise during a period of contraction of profits. 
 

S&P 500 and earnings per share 
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The difficulty in 2019 is that we do not expect a sharp 

contraction of profits, but not a strong expansion either. 

We are between two waters that do not provide a real 

trend. In the first half of 2019, the increase in US profits 

was +1% and the year 2019 will be soft with an 

increase estimated between +1% and +2%. But if 

profits are in a downtrend in terms of estimates, they 

turn out to be better than expected. See chart below. 

 

We can’t ignore an unfavorable environment either: 

• The expansion of the US business cycle is the 

longest in history at 121 months, beating the 

previous record of 120 months in 1991-2001. 

• The inversion of the yield curve, even if there is 

controversy. 

• Significant contraction in manufacturing indicators 

as a result of the US trade war and a process of de

-globalization. 

• The US-China technological war that weighs on the 

entire IT sector and supply chains. 

• The ultra-rich are spending less: high-end real 

estate prices are falling, luxury goods sales are 

suffering, and art auction sales have fallen in the 

first half of 2019 for the first time in years. 

 

S&P 500’s net earnings per share (red) and US 

Manufacturing PMI (black tilted). Strong contraction of 

industrial activity in the United States, and elsewhere, 

which augurs at best for a slight increase in profits 

 

The engine of share buybacks is slowing down 

Share buybacks are slowing in the US, which could 

increase volatility. The S&P 500 companies 

repurchased $166 billions of shares in 2Q19 (the 

lowest amount since 4Q17) compared to $205.8 billion 

in 1Q19 and $190bn in 2Q18. Share buybacks 

amounted to $806 billion in 2018 and are expected to 

be $798 billion in 2019, according to S&P Global. It is 

mostly technology companies that have reduced their 

share buyback programs, particularly Apple, Cisco and 

Microsoft. 

 

A sign that companies are getting nervous about the 

trade / technology war with China, the deceleration of 

profit growth, and uncertainties about the Fed's 

monetary policy. They are again favouring liquidity. 

  

Stock repurchases have been a powerful driver of the 

rise in stock market indices. Since 2013, according to 

Bank of America Merrill Lynch / EPFR Global Data, US 

companies have bought $ 4'200 billions of shares, but 

during this same period, investors were not enthusiastic 

because the outflows of funds / ETFs invested in US 

stocks were $ 84 billion. Stock repurchases accelerated 

in 2018 thanks to the tax reform. 

  

But these share buyback programs also face strong 

opposition from the Democratic presidential candidates 

in 2020, wishing to restrict them to favour wages 

instead of shareholders. Republican Senator Marco 

Rubio has proposed less favourable taxation for 

investors when a company buys back its shares. 

  

INVESTMENT POSITIONING: RISK 

REDUCTION MODE IS ON 

In Q2 and Q3 we have taken advantage of resilient 

financial markets to reduce exposure. The odds of a 

recession have been slightly rising since then! 

Consequently, or credit crisis, we still foresee high 

volatility in coming months. Patience is a virtue. It will 

be rewarded when we’ll re-inject some risks / 

directionality at a more affordable price.  
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ASSET ALLOCATION 

This document is for information purposes only and not the result of a financial analysis within the meaning of the Swiss Banking Directive on the 

Independence of Financial Research. The views expressed herein are no official recommendations of Bastions Partners Office SA and the latter 

does not guarantee their completeness or accuracy nor does it accept any liability for any loss or damage resulting from their use. This document 

should not be considered as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument or financial services and the opinions here-

in do not take into consideration specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs. Past performance should not be taken as an 

indication or guarantee of current or future performance.  
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